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Summary  
From 4 to 10 March 2009, severe tropical cyclone 
Hamish menaced the Queensland coastline and the 
Great Barrier Reef. An Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) Baby Ocean Buoy (BOB) was dropped into Hervey 
Bay from an Energex Community Rescue helicopter (see 
figure 1) to record the event.  

BOB was dropped in an area not covered by the EPA’s 
network of moored wave buoys, thus supplementing the 
valuable information obtained from these buoys. BOB 
drifted freely with the prevailing tides and currents, 
recording and transmitting data during its 300km journey.  

After the threat from Hamish had passed, BOB was 
recovered on 16 March using the Australian Volunteer 
Coast Guard vessel from Thirsty Sound QF24. 

Figure 1 – Bundaberg-based Energex Community Rescue helicopter 
VH-BKE used to deploy BOB. 

Cyclone Hamish had been present in the Coral Sea for 
several days. It had intensified into a category 5 cyclone, 
with a central pressure of 925hPa and maximum wind 
gusts of 295km/hr near its centre. Cyclone Hamish had 
been tracking parallel to the coast for most of the time, 
however, it was predicted to move towards the central 
Queensland coastline (see figure 2).  

Figure 2 – Satellite image of tropical cyclone Hamish off 
Queensland on March 6, 2009 (courtesy of Bureau of Meteorology, 

copyright Commonwealth of Australia reproduced with permission).

BOB’s voyage 
With the possibility that Hamish could come near to 
Hervey Bay, it was important to record information on the 
large waves it was likely to generate. Studying large 
wave events provides a greater understanding of coastal 
processes generally, and also assists the EPA to make 
better coastal planning decisions. The closest of the 
EPA’s fleet of moored Datawell Waverider buoys was 
located at Emu Park, 210km north of the deployment site, 
meaning that it would miss the full force of the cyclone 
waves expected to be generated by Hamish.  

It was therefore necessary to undertake a rapid 
deployment of BOB in Hervey Bay. Unlike the EPA’s fleet 
of moored wave buoys, BOB is a Datawell 0.4m diameter 
Waverider buoy that drifts with the currents, collecting 
wave information, transmitting it back to the EPA by 
satellite, and storing it on board.  

Conventional deployment from a boat was not possible 
as waves coming from the cyclone were too rough for 
safe operations. As part of the close working relationship 
between the Department of Emergency Services (DES) 
and the EPA, DES arranged for the Bundaberg-based 
Energex Community Rescue Kawasaki BK 117 B2 
helicopter to be used for BOB’s deployment. The 
helicopter used GPS to locate the deployment site and 
BOB was dropped into the water from a height of about 
10 metres at 07:30 on 9 March. BOB was then free to 
drift with the prevailing currents, and it quickly 
commenced its journey north along the central 
Queensland coastline, recording information on wave 
conditions at its location, and storing this information on 
an internal data logger every 30 minutes (see figure 3). It 
also transmitted data back to EPA using the ARGOS 
Worldwide Tracking and Monitoring service.  

Figure 3 – Drift track of BOB and TC Hamish. 

After deployment, BOB immediately recorded rapidly-
increasing wave heights. A peak significant wave height 
(Hsig) of 4.7m was recorded at 23:53 on 9 March.  
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At this time, a peak maximum wave height (Hmax) of 
8.4m was also recorded (see figure 5). 

BOB was closest to Hamish at 00:47 on 10 March, at 
which time it was around 184km west-southwest of the 
centre of the cyclone. Waves at this time were coming 
from east-north-east. Hsig values in excess of 4.0m 
were recorded from 19:23 on 9 March through to 04:53 
on 10 March, and again between 07:23 and 08:53 on 10 
March. A large Hmax value of 8.3m was also recorded 
at 07:23 on 10 March. 

Zero-crossing wave periods (Tz) during this time were 
around 8.0s, while peak wave periods (Tp) increased to 
over 12.0s once the cyclone passed and the fetch (the 
distance over which its winds are blowing) increased. 

Once the cyclone had passed the sea conditions eased 
quite quickly, and Tp values tended to fluctuate between 
swell from the cyclone and locally-generated seas from 
local wind sources. 

By midnight on 11 March, recorded wave heights had 
reduced markedly, mainly due to BOB drifting very close 
to Heron Island (a coral cay located about 80km off the 
Queensland coastline and at the southern end of the 
Great Barrier Reef). At 11:47, BOB was 100m west of 
Heron Island.  

Once BOB moved away from Heron Island and nearby 
reefs, its drift speed increased quickly (as did wave 
heights), and it continued on its journey until it was 
recovered. On of the most significant features of BOB’s 
journey (apart from its encounter with Heron Island) was 
the consistency of its drift towards the northwest.  This is 
consistent with the recorded wave directions, as shown 
in figure 5, coming from the east-southeast (suggesting 
that cyclone Hamish was pushing wind and water to the 
northwest).  

Throughout its journey, BOB’s direction of travel 
fluctuated between 300o True and 60o True (see figure 
6). Its drift speed also fluctuated from almost stationary 
to a peak of 1.2m/s. A plot of the observed tides from the 
EPA’s storm tide gauges at Burnett Heads and Rosslyn 
Bay identify semi-diurnal tides at both sites, and that 
changes in BOB’s heading and drift speed were in 
phase with the rising and falling of the tides in the area. 
BOB drifted to the west and sped-up on flood-tides, and 
drifted to the northeast and slowed down on ebb-tides. 

At 23:17 on 12 March, BOB was 59.1km north-northeast 
of the Emu Park wave buoy (its closest point to this 
buoy). Comparison plots of the wave data from the two 
sites show that significant wave heights recorded by 
BOB were higher that those recorded closer inshore at 
Emu Park. Peak wave periods and directions at both 
sites were similar at this time. This serves to reinforce 
the value of using BOB to record cyclone events, and 
highlights the importance of seeking expert guidance 
when extrapolating wave height information beyond the 
immediate vicinity of the EPA’s wave buoy network.  

Recovery 
BOB has a relatively short operational life of about two 
weeks (due to battery requirements). However, this was 
more than sufficient, as cyclone Hamish weakened and 
moved away from the coast, ceasing to posing a threat. 
A recovery mission was carried out on 16 March using 

the Australian Volunteer Coast Guard vessel from 
Thirsty Sound (see figure 4). ARGOS satellite 
positioning was used to obtain a transmission signal 
from BOB (which included its position). A GPS receiver 
was then used to direct the AVCG vessel to BOB where 
it was recovered and transported back to the Coastal 
Sciences office. The stored data from BOB was then 
transferred to computer and the results processed. 

Figure 4 – recovering BOB.

Conclusions 
While tropical cyclones are infrequent events, when they 
do occur they can unleash tremendous destructive 
energy and produce very strong winds and large waves 
that radiate out from their centres in all directions. On 
the east coast of Queensland the maximum effects of 
these winds are commonly felt in the leading left 
quadrant in the direction of the cyclone’s travel. For 
tropical cyclone Hamish (which ran parallel to the coast 
and the Great Barrier Reef from north to south) it meant 
that the maximum winds (and largest waves) would have 
occurred to its southeast – away from the coast. 

The winds (and waves) on its western side (although still 
very strong) would have been less severe. Despite this, 
there was still a significant movement of water onshore, 
towards the northwest, as demonstrated by the results 
obtained by BOB. 

The variations in BOB’s heading and its speed of drift 
identify that it was under the influence of both tropical 
cyclone Hamish, and the daily rise and fall of the tides 
(with the resulting force sending BOB on its north-
westward journey). 

This was the first time that BOB had been used with 
ARGOS satellite tracking. The exercise effectively 
proved that BOB, deployed from a helicopter in the path 
of an approaching cyclone, is able to collect valuable 
storm wave and current information which would 
otherwise had been impossible to collect if conventional 
vessel deployment techniques were required (because 
of the safety issues in rough seas). 
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Web links 
Energex Community Rescue 
http://www.rescuechopper.com.au/ 

Bureau of Meteorology 
http://www.bom.gov.au 

Australian Volunteer Coast Guard Thirsty Sound QF24 
http://www.coastguard.com.au/location/queensland/qf24_thirsty.html 

Datawell 
http://www.datawell.nl 

ARGOS Worldwide Tracking and Monitoring 
http://www.argos-system.org/ 

Other EPA fact sheets 
http://www.epa.qld.gov.au/waves/wave_monitoring_publications/ 

Additional information on the EPA waves and tides 
programs can be obtained on-line at: 
www.epa.qld.gov.au/waves 
www.epa.qld.gov.au/tides 

Glossary 
Hsig The significant wave height (in metres), defined as 

the average of the highest one third of the zero 
up-crossing wave heights in a 26.6 minute wave 
record. Hsig is frequently used by meteorologists, 
oceanographers and coastal engineers. It is based 
on the concept that smaller (least significant) 
waves should be ignored from the observations as 
they have little influence on wave processes 
generally. 

Hmax The maximum zero up-crossing wave height (in 
metres) in a 26.6 minute record. 

Tz The average of the zero up-crossing wave periods 
(in seconds) in a wave record. 

Tp Wave period at the peak spectral energy (in 
seconds). This indicates the period of those waves 
producing the most energy in a wave record.  

Direction The direction that peak wave period (Tp) waves 
are coming from (in ° Magnetic). In other words, 
where waves with the most wave energy are 
coming from. 

Observed 
tide 

Tide actually recorded by the storm tide gauge. 

TC Hamish waves on coastline south of Burnett Heads marina. This photo highlights the need for helicopter deployment of BOB. 
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Figure 5 - Time series plots (Height, Period, and Direction) for BOB 9-15 March 2009 
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Figure 6 - Time series plots (Drift-heading and drift-speed) for BOB, and Tide heights 9-15 March 2009 
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Figure 7 - Comparison plots (Height, Period, and Direction) for BOB and Emu Park Waverider 9-15 March 2009 
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